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from Europe enabled him to back up his diplomatic endeavours
by force of arms. A British detachment sent from Madras to
capture the strong fortress of Gingee was cut off from its base
and heavily defeated, but a move by the victorious French
against Fort St. David was in its turn repulsed by Lawrence,
and meanwhile Clive, in command of a body of untrained
recruits just arrived from England, and a few newly raised
Sepoys, welded this unpromising material in an army formidable
enough to overrun the country west of Madras and inflict a
complete defeat on the French near Covelong. Dupleix, how-
ever, built his main hope on his endeavours to raise up fresh
foes to the British around Trichinopoly ; these endeavours were
successful, and early in January 1753 the Mahrattaand Mysorean
troops, who had co-operated with the British in the campaign
against Law, suddenly declared themselves our enemies, and
invested the city, which was held only by a weak detachment*
Lawrence at once marched thither in haste, and his arrival
brought the garrison up to a strength of 5500 men ; but the
besieging forces swelled in even greater proportion, and by
July the British estimated that they had no fewer than 29,000
enemies of varying degrees of efficiency and military value on
their hands. There now ensued a series of combats under the
walls of the city which should alone have been sufficient to
rescue the name of Stringer Lawrence from the obscurity into
which it has undeservedly fallen. On July 7, and again on
August 20, he completely outmanoeuvred and checked the over-
whelmingly superior forces of the enemy, led and directed as
they were by the ablest officers of France. Finally, on October 2
the British were completely victorious in a final battle, which
opened with a skilfully planned and boldly led night attack
against the besiegers' lines, and drove them once more to seek
safety by a flight to their island stronghold. Lawrence,
conceiving his task accomplished, went into winter quarters^
near by; but the garrison which he left behind had
after to deal with a surprise night assault against the
which came within an ace of being successful and only fai
reason of the indiscipline of part of the attacking forced
attempt showed that the morale of the enemy was on th* 5°»°00
and a British set-back in the surprise and loss of an ^^ 1^re<"
convoy still further encouraged them ; so that Law/ Bengalese
hardly yet regard his difficulties as at an end. For8^06 °* tiie
attempt to repeat the exploit a few months lalf **d soijl;ary
off with loss by the escort; the decision ramies; Meer
Tanjore, after a period of indecision due to $P3uerors, ™.as1se*;
of Dupleix, to adhere to the British alliance/ ^d wo* fs
situation ; and the arrival of reinforcemen^Plo3™ent for

